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The exclusive NOVITEC sport range for the Tesla Model Y 
Carbon aerodynamics and 22-inch hi-tech forged wheels 

 

NOVITEC has swept Tesla drivers around the globe off their feet with exclusive 
refinement ranges for the Tesla 3, S and X models. Now there is also a custom 
sport range for the Model Y! 
NOVITEC upgrades the bodywork of the electric SUV with sporty yet elegant 
NOVITEC naked-carbon aerodynamic-enhancement components. The thrilling 
looks are rounded off by tailor-made NOVITEC hi-tech forged wheels with a 
diameter of 22 inches. They were developed in cooperation with Vossen.  
The Model Y can be given a sportier setup with a height-adjustable coilover 
suspension, which also allows lowering the ride height by 40 millimeters. 
In addition, NOVITEC creates exquisite interiors in any desired color and with 
individual upholstery designs by customer request. 
 
Like for all other Tesla models, the NOVITEC designers conceived a body styling kit for the 
Model Y which not only adds sporty yet elegant highlights to the car’s appearance, but also 
optimizes the aerodynamics. The precise-fit bodywork components are made from naked 
carbon finished with a high-gloss sealer. This eliminates the need for painting. However, the 
elements can also be painted in vehicle or contrasting color as an option. 
 
The NOVITEC lip spoiler at the front attaches to the production bumper and gives the Model Y 
an even more distinctive face. Its sophisticated design also reduces front-axle lift at high 
speeds, which further optimizes the directional stability. 
 
As further aerodynamic upgrades NOVITEC offers a spoiler for the liftgate and a diffuser for the 
rear fascia. The NOVITEC rocker panels give the Tesla a lower and sleeker visual stance when 
viewed from the side. 
 
Of course, the exclusive NOVITEC look for the Tesla Model Y also includes tailor-made wheels 
with a king-sized diameter of 22 inches. The American premium manufacturer Vossen, which 
specializes in the development and production of hi-tech forged wheels, manufactures the 
NOVITEC NV2 alloys for the electric car. 
 
The extravagant design of these wheels with five slanted twin-spokes not only gives the Model 
Y dynamic looks, but also optimizes the ventilation of the brakes. Each set of NOVITEC NV 2 
wheels comprises four different wheels, whose design is based on the particular position on the 
vehicle. Be it left or right, front or back: Thanks to this special feature, the spokes of each rim 
always turn aerodynamically optimally in the airstream, which benefits brake cooling. 
 
However, the result of the collaboration between NOVITEC and Vossen sets itself apart from 
the masses on the wheel market with more than just its sophisticated design: The NV2 forged 
wheels for the Tesla not only come in 72 different colors, but also offer a choice of polished or 
brushed surface finish. 
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The NOVITEC NV2 wheels fill out the Model Y wheel wells optimally: The rims of size 9.5Jx22 
at the front carry high-performance street tires of size 255/30 ZR 22. The rear axle is fitted with 
10.5Jx22 wheels and 285/30 ZR 22 tires. 
 
The exclusive NOVITEC wheel/tire combination enhances the looks of the Model Y and makes 
the handling even more agile. The height-adjustable NOVITEC aluminum sports suspension is 
available for the all-wheel drive models to amplify these qualities further. It gives the SUV a 
slightly firmer setup and allows lowering the vehicle by up to 40 millimeters. Incidentally, this 
measure additionally reduces the aerodynamic drag of the vehicle. Thanks to the lowered 
vehicle body, the power consumption on long distances can be reduced by up to seven percent, 
which benefits the range. 
 
NOVITEC can also tailor the interior of the Tesla Y with the highest quality standards to the 
personal wishes of its owner. The variety of colors of the high-end leather or Alcantara is just as 
great as the selection of upholstery designs and seams. 
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